BAUHAUS: BUILDING THE NEW ARTIST

Spiral Exercise
Share using #mybauhaus

For a video demonstration, visit bit.ly/ GettyBauhausPaper

Materials needed:

- Pattern printed on medium-weight 8.5 x 11” paper
- X-Acto knife
- Ruler (optional)

Instructions:

1. Make cuts along each of the solid horizontal lines. If it’s helpful, use a ruler to ensure that each cut is straight.

2. Once finished with all of the cuts, use a bone folder (or dull butter knife) to score each of the vertical gridlines.

3. Make folds along each gridline in both directions.

4. Flip the paper over so that the gridlines are hidden. Start working on the top section.

5. As each cut is three columns wide, pinch the cuts in such a way that their center column juts toward you. Then, reinforce the folds needed to create a 3D effect.

6. Once you’ve completed the top section, flip the paper upside down and repeat the same process with the remaining half.
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